


At PACDOG we are passionate about the special bond between pets and owners. 
Since 1989 we have been keeping pets safe and developing our products with 
this in mind. Our PAC Dog Remote Trainers, Pet Containment Systems and Bark 
Controllers are designed and manufactured to the highest standards, 
their dependability and humaneness enhances the lives of dogs and cats 
allowing them the freedom they deserve to live healthy happy lives off the lead, 
so happy stress free fun for all which we believe is what your pet deserves.

Our formula for success has been to supply high quality, innovative products 
supported by the best customer service in the industry.

We are also proud members’ of ECMA (Electronic Collar Manufacturers 
Association). All ECMA members’ products meet the latest technical requirements 
which enable training while protecting animal welfare. All members’ user guides use 
the ECMA code of practice as a reference providing consistent instructions for 
effective training techniques while protecting animal welfare

Dog Training Systems Experts Since 1989
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PACDOG Training Systems

PACDOG systems are a fantastic training tool to assist with training your dog, they allow you to simply and 

accurately address your dog with an appropriate correction i.e. Vibration/Tone or Stimulus The dog needs 

to think that the correction at whatever style or level with your voice command or whistle is you warning 

him of something “out there” that he needs to avoid, the stimulus is similar to the “Static” you get when 

you touch a car door all it does is distract the dog from what it is doing such as ignoring your recall, chasing 

sheep etc. it gets his attention back to you and with lots of praise and attention you can get him to return to 

you or follow your command. They are designed to give dog’s the freedom they deserve off the lead and have 

saved hundreds of thousands of dogs lives

Familiarisation with the collar before you start training is essential. It is very important that your dog does 

not associate the Vibration/Tone or Stimulus with the PACDOG collar. For this purpose we recommend that 

you familiarise your dog with the collar by fitting the PACDOG Collar on the dog, turned off, for a few hours 

every day over 10 - 14 days before you enter the active training phase, you can fit the plastic dummy probes 

included in each kit for this period if preferred. Comes with detailed a training guide on how to train your 

dog using the PACDOG system.

In order to choose the right dog training collar, there a few things to consider namely; the size of your dog, 

his training needs and the range you may need. 

We supply dog training collars for Miniature/ Small dogs, 
Medium/Large and Extra Large Dogs with up models from 750 meters to 3KM range

Ideal for the all types of persistent problems:
Dogs running away, or being wilfully ‘deaf’ to recall

Jumping up on people or stealing food
Dogs being over-enthusiastic, barking at people or other dogs

Chasing cars, joggers, walkers, cyclists, postmen etc.
Dogs pulling on the lead

Gundogs ‘running’ in or being over-enthusiastic
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PAC EXT6+ Medium/Large 
Dog Training System
Code: EXT6P1DEXC7

PACDOG
Training Systems
3km Range

PAC EXT2+ Medium/Large 
Dog Training System
Code: EXT2P1DEXC7-1

Ideal for the all types of persistent problems:

Dogs running away, or being wilfully ‘deaf’ to recall

Jumping up on people or stealing food

Dogs being over-enthusiastic, barking at people or other dogs

Chasing cars, joggers, walkers, cyclists, postmen etc.

Dogs pulling on the lead

Gundogs ‘running’ in or being over-enthusiastic

Chasing farm stock and other animals

3KM Range
Includes one collar suitable for Medium/Large Dogs
Separate buttons for Tone or Vibration pre-warning and 60 levels of stimulus
EXT2+ has 3 programmable buttons set at low, medium and high, if required you can
change the stimulus levels appropriate to each dogs needs in advance and save it.
The EXT2+ use’s standard AAA batteries, handy if out and about and the batteries run out you can simply change them.
Collar charges fully in only 2 hours, its lithium-ion battery gives double the Battery Life of any other collar on the market
Collar USB Rechargeable – so collar can be charged in the car or jeep if required
Collars are waterproof, lightweight, durable & are suitable for long or short haired breeds.
Kits come with handy carry case. 
EXT2+ (standard model) is capable of controlling two dogs from the same handset 
(for 2 dogs all that is required is an extra PAC Medium/Large or PAC Miniature Small Dog Collars collars) 

3KM Range
Includes one collar suitable for Medium/Large Dogs
Separate buttons for Tone or Vibration pre-warning and 60 levels of stimulus
EXT6+ has 3 programmable buttons low, medium and high, if required you can change the stimulus levels appropriate to each dogs 
needs in advance and save it.
The EXT6+ use’s standard AAA batteries, handy if out and about and the batteries run out you can simply change them.
Fast 2 hours Recharging collar, lithium-ion battery giving double the Battery Life of any other collar on the market
Collar USB Rechargeable - making it easier to charge in the car or jeep if required
Collars are waterproof, lightweight and durable & are suitable for long or short haired breeds
Kits come with handy carry case.
EXT6+ is capable of controlling up to 6 dogs from the same handset 
(for more dogs all that is required are extra PAC Medium/Large or PAC Miniature Small Dog Collars collars) 
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PAC Mini Miniature/Small 
Dog Training System
Code: PACMINIKIT

PAC BUZZ Medium/Large 
Dog Training System
Code: NDXTP1DEXC4B

PACDOG
Training Systems
up to 1km Range

PAC nDXT+ Medium/Large 
Dog Training System
Code: NDXTP1DEXC4

Up to 750m Range
Suitable for Miniature/Small Dogs, Long or Short Hair Breeds
Seperate buttons for Tone, Vibration or Stimulus 
Rotary Dial with 60 levels of stimulus
Collar Recharges in Only 2hrs
Durable and Waterproof
Sync Up to 3 Dogs (extra collars needed)
Collar USB Rechargeable making it easier to 
charge in car or jeep if required

Up to 1km Range
Suitable for Medium/Large Dogs, Long or Short Hair Breeds
Seperate buttons for Tone, Vibration or Stimulus 
Rotary Dial with 60 levels of stimulus
Collar Recharges in Only 2hrs
Durable and Waterproof
Sync Up to 3 Dogs (extra collars needed)
Collar USB Rechargeable making it easier to 
charge in car or jeep if required

Up to 1km Range
Suitable for Medium/Large Dogs, Long or Short Hair Breeds
Seperate buttons for Tone or Strong Vibration
NO STIMULUS
Rotary Dial with 60 levels of Strong Vibration
Collar Recharges in Only 2hrs
Durable and Waterproof
Sync Up to 3 Dogs (extra collars needed)
Collar USB Rechargeable making it easier to 
charge in car or jeep if required
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EXT+ has a much longer range. (1km versus 3km).

EXT+ has programmable stimulus buttons low, medium and high (What’s this: you can set the level 

0-60 to one that is appropriate for you dog in advance and save it (3 different levels can be saved)

n DXT+ has an adjustable rotary dial making it simple to change on the fly.

EXT+ (Entry level) is capable of having two dogs running of the Controller. With the n DXT+ it is three 

dogs. (Must point out here that different versions of the EXT+ can have up to 6 dogs)

Both have re-chargeable collars. The n DXT+ handset is also re-chargeable. This can be a plus and 

a minus. If out and about and the battery runs out you can’t change it. The EXT+ use’s standard AAA 

batteries. Both come with a 2 year warranty.

PAC Buzz kits have all the features of the n DXT+ but cannot give a shock. It can only give the dog a 

pre-warning tone or very strong vibration as a correction to get the dogs attention. PAC Mini  has 750m 

range and is suitable for miniature/small dogs.

So what are differences between  
the EXT+ & nDXT+ Range?
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PACDOG Training Systems
Handsets & Collars 

Compatibility

EXT2+

PAC Mini Miniature 
Small Dog Training Collar 

PAC Mini Miniature 
Small Dog Training Collar 

PAC Medium/Large 
Dog Training Collar

PAC Medium/Large 
Dog Training Collar

PAC BUZZ 
Medium/Large 

Dog Training Collar

1km Range

3km Range

nDXT+
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PAC Mini Miniature/Small 
Dog TrainingCollar
Code: EXC6-CHG9-PSU

This collar is compatible with the EXT2+, EXT6+ and nDXT+ Handsets
Tone or Vibration Pre Warning and Stimulus
Suitable for miniature/small dogs, Long or Short Hair Breeds
Strap is 12 mm wide, length can be adjusted up to 440mm
Fast 2 hours Recharging collar, lithium-ion battery giving double the 
battery life of any other small collar on the market
Collar is USB rechargeable - making it easier to charge in the car or jeep if required
Collars are waterproof, lightweight and durable
Charger included

PAC Buzz Medium/Large Dog Training Collar
Code: BUZZ-CHG9-PSU

PAC Medium/Large Dog Training Collar
Code: EXC7-CHG9-PSU 

This collar is compatible with the EXT2+, EXT6+ and nDXT+ Handsets
Tone or Vibration Pre Warning and Stimulus
Suitable for medium/large dogs, Long or Short Hair Breeds
Strap is 19mm Wide, length can be adjusted up to 750mm
Fast 2 hours Recharging collar, lithium-ion battery giving double the 
battery life of any other small collar on the market
Collar is USB rechargeable - making it easier to charge in the car or jeep if required
Collars are waterproof, lightweight and durable
Charger included

This collar is compatible with the EXT2+, EXT6+ and nDXT+ Handsets
Tone Pre Warning - NO STIMULUS - Strong Vibration as Correction
Suitable for medium/large dogs, Long or Short Hair Breeds
Strap is 19mm Wide, length can be adjusted up to 750mm
Fast 2 hours Recharging collar, lithium-ion battery giving double the 
battery life of any other small collar on the market
Collar is USB rechargeable - making it easier to charge in the car or jeep if required
Collars are waterproof, lightweight and durable
Charger included

PACDOG Collars Compatible with 
EXT+ & nDXT+ Range
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PAC nDXT+ Handset
Code: NNDXTPT

1km Range
Separate buttons for Tone or Vibration pre-warning and 60 levels of stimulus
Handset has an adjustable rotary dial, making it simple to change the stimulus levels from the handset
Rechargeable handset batteries give up to a months’ worth of training sessions from a single charge
Handset mode can be simply changed within seconds by the user to control up to three dogs 
(for 3 dogs all that is required are extra PAC Medium/Large, PAC Miniature Small or Buzz Dog Collars) 

3KM Range
Separate buttons for Tone or Vibration pre-warning and 60 levels of stimulus
EXT2+ has 3 programmable buttons set at low, medium and high, if required you can
change the stimulus levels appropriate to each dogs needs in advance and save it.
The EXT+ use’s standard AAA batteries, handy if out and about and the batteries run out you can simply change them.
EXT+ Standard model is capable of controlling two dogs from the same handset 
(for 2 dogs all that is required are extra PAC Medium/Large, PAC Miniature Small or Buzz Dog Collars) 

PAC EXT2+
Code: EXT2PT

PAC EXT6+ Handset
Code: NNDXTPT

3KM Range
Separate buttons for Tone or Vibration pre-warning and 60 levels of stimulus
EXT6+ has 3 programmable buttons set at low, medium and high, if required you can
change the stimulus levels appropriate to each dogs needs in advance and save it.
The EXT6+ use’s standard AAA batteries, handy if out and about and the batteries run out you can 
simply change them.
EXT6+ Standard model is capable of controlling two dogs from the same handset 
(for 6 dogs all that is required are extra PAC Medium/Large, 
PAC Miniature Small or Buzz Dog Collars) 

PACDOG Handsets Compatible 
with PACDOG Training Collars
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PACDOG Pet Fence

The PAC Fence system is the ideal, low-cost, invisible way to contain your pet safely, automatically and 

humanely within a designated area of your garden or property. It is mostly invisible and avoids the need for 

an ugly and obstructive boundary fence. Since it provides constant, 24/7 surveillance, you do not have to be 

around keeping watch at all times. It includes everything required to contain one Miniature-Small or 

Medium/Large size dog (suitable for long or short haired breeds) with 200 metres of durable boundary 

wire (enough to cover 1⁄2 acre) for larger areas more wire can be added. PACDOG supply extra reels of 

wire in 100 or 200 metre reels, comes with a connection kit to join extra wire if required. It is designed for 

easy, DIY installation with illustrated, step-by-step Installation Guide

By buying extra, suitable PACDOG collars, any number of dogs/cats may be contained within the area that 

you have set, which might well include “no-go” areas, such as flower-beds, children’s play areas, fish ponds, 

water features or swimming pools. The pets collar only activates when they near the boundary, compared 

to an agricultural electric fence this pet fence has other major advantages: it is safe for children to touch 

and where a dog or cat can view the wire of an agricultural electric fence and work out whether to jump 

it or crawl under, they can’t get near the boundary of the PACDOG Pet fence to escape, so driveway gates 

can be safely left open. The boundary wire can be installed by laying over the ground, buried 2-3 inches 

down, fed through hose pipe, tacked to an existing fence or through a hedge etc. No expensive battery 

replacements needed as collar is rechargeable, long operating times up to 3 months.
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PACDOG Pet 
Fence Systems

PAC Dog Fence 
Medium/Large 
with 200m Wire

Code: FC4KIT200

PAC Pet Fence Miniature, 
Small Dog & Cat Kit 

with 200m Wire
Code: PACFENCEMINI200

• The boundary wire can be installed by laying over the ground, buried 2-3 inches down, fed through hose pipe, tacked to an existing fence       
  or through a hedge etc. if fitting it off the ground keep it approx. at the level of your dogs neck from the ground and not much 
  higher.

• There are no restrictions in the shape of the area to be enclosed, which may range from ¼ acre (or less) up to 20+ acres (over 6 acres    
  you would need a boosted PAC control unit and heavier gauge wire)

• All PAC collars have rechargeable batteries, thereby eliminating the frequent purchase of replacement batteries. Initially collar needs      
  to be charged every 2 -3 weeks but once the dog is used to the system it only needs to be charged every 1 – 3 months depending on    
  usage. As a result, running costs are low.

• The PACDOG collar is fully waterproof and will withstand wet, muddy conditions as well as falling into a pond, pool or stream.

• Batteries can be fitted in the Control Unit to keep system running for up to 8 hours if Mains power fails (Batteries not included)

• Very safe wire voltage (12v), powered by normal mains power, or, in areas where Mains is not available or of inferior quality, by using a  
  car or lorry battery.

• As the dog nears the boundary wire the PACDOG collar gives a tone only pre-warning followed by tone & stimulus, the levels of stimulus  
  automatically increase as the dog approaches the wire so no need to manually change levels etc. Once the dog has had the stimulus a  
  few times the tone alone will let him know he is nearing the boundary so he will stay away from it.

• PAC Fence has the highest top end energy transfer to cater for the most determined escape artist. The energy transfer is consistent in all  
  conditions wet, dry or snow.

• Speed detector prevents fast run through, so if dog runs at the wire collar will go straight to maximum level.

• Anti-Linger sensor prevents battery depletion in the tone zone, so if dog sits in the tone zone beep will automatically turn into a stimulus  
  so he can’t sit there until he wears out the battery.

• Control unit will alarm if there is a break in the wire.

• Digital signal processing gives immunity from outside radio interference

• In built Power/lightning surge protection.

• If family or friends have the PACDOG system, your collar will automatically work on their system, no extra set up.

• The PAC system is tried and trusted and has been on the market since 1989
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Fence Control 
Unit

PAC Mini Miniature/Small Dog/
Cat Fence Collar

PAC Medium/Large Dog
Fence Collar

PAC Extra Large Dog
Fence Collar

PACDOG Pet Fence System
Collar & Controller

Compatibility
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PAC Medium/Large 
Dog Fence Collar
Code: F6C

This collar is compatible with the PACDOG Pet Fence Range
Any number of dogs/cats can be contained on a system, just add extra suitable Pac collars
Collar gives tone pre-warning followed by stimulus, the levels 
automatically increase as the dog approaches the wire 
Suitable for medium/large dogs, Long or Short Hair Breeds
Strap is 19 mm wide, length can be adjusted up to 750mm.
Rechargeable collar, Long opporating times of up to 3 months between charges
Collar charges on Fence Control Unit
Collars are waterproof, lightweight and durable
If family or friends have the PACDOG system this collar will automatically work on their 
system. No extra setup needed

This collar is compatible with the PACDOG Pet Fence Range
Any number of dogs/cats can be contained on a system, just add 
extra suitable Pac collars
Collar gives tone pre-warning followed by stimulus, the levels 
automatically increase as the dog approaches the wire 
Suitable for Extra Large dogs, Long or Short Hair Breeds
Strap is 25mm wide, length can be adjusted up to 650 mm
Rechargeable collar, Long opporating times of up to 
3 months between charges
Collar charges on Fence Control Unit
Collars are waterproof, lightweight and durable
If family or friends have the PACDOG system this collar will 
automatically work on their system. No extra setup needed

PAC Mini Minisature/Small Dog & Cat Fence Collar 
Code: F8C-CHG9-PSU

This collar is compatible with the PACDOG Pet Fence Range
Any number of dogs/cats can be contained on a system, just add 
extra suitable Pac collars 
Collar gives tone pre-warning followed by stimulus, the levels 
automatically increase as the dog approaches the wire 
Suitable for Miniature/Small dogs, Long or Short Hair Breeds
Strap is 12 mm wide, length can be adjusted up to 440mm
Fast 2 hours Recharging collar, lithium-ion battery giving double 
the battery life of any other small collar on the market. Includes 
Collar Charger
Collars are waterproof, lightweight and durable
If family or friends have the PACDOG system this collar will 
automatically work on their system. No extra setup needed

This PAcdog kit includes 200mtrs of Boundary wire, 
enough to surround 0.5 of an acre, if you need to cover 
a larger area PACDOG supply extra reels of wire (0.75 
mm  gauge wire) in 100 or 200 metre reels, this kit also 
includes the connectors to join the wire
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PAC Extra Large Dog Fence Collar
Code: FAXC

PAC 200m Wire
Code: WR200

PAC 100m Wire
Code: WR100

PACDOG Collars Compatible with 
PACDOG Pet Fence
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Basic Loop One Entrance 
Only
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Our PACDOG Bark Controller collar is the most humane & highly effective model on the market, 

designed to give your dog a Vibration or Tone pre warning and distracting static stimulation to stop 

nuisance barking instantly. You cannot have a dog and expect it to never bark, but nuisance barking now 

that’s a different story. 

Nuisance barking is one of the most common dog behaviour problems. A responsible dog owner can stop 

a dog barking by using our barking collar; it is a proven safe and effective tool to train any dog from 

barking inappropriately.

The PACDOG Bark Controller comes pre-set with Vibration and correction level 2 as standard, this 

correction level is similar to the “Static” you get when you touch a car door, it’s just above most dog’s 

comfort zone so it distracts the dog to stop excessive barking but if needs be can go up to level 8 for 

very headstrong dogs. After a few corrections, the dog will realize that the correction is caused by the 

barking -- the dog will then resist the urge to bark at normal neighbourhood activities. Then in some 

cases if required it can be set to level”0” which is vibration only. So, owners can plan ahead on how to 

train their dog in avoiding nuisance barking. 

For example, we have customers that put the collar on every night consistently. This will change the dog’s 

behavioural pattern. After a few weeks, they will remove the bark collar and satisfied with the result.

Others do a weekly refresher, which is very effective because it will remind the dog about the training. 

However, some dog owners leave the bark collar on at times when they go out or they know the dog will 

start the barking. It is all dependent to the dog’s drive when it comes to barking. Avoid leaving the 

PACDOG collar on the dog for over 12 hours per day and wash the dog’s neck area weekly

PACDOG Bark 
Controller Collar
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Bark Controller
Code: ANTIBARKER

Stops persistent, nuisance barking automatically

Wearing this collar your dog will learn quickly for himself that barking for barking’s sake is not an option

Longest battery life on the market, rechargeable lithium-ion battery 

Charges in two hours and up to two months usage between charging.

Automatic, humane & highly effective.

Not affected by the barking noises from other companion dogs.

Collar can be set at 8 different levels of stimulation.

Not only that, but you can choose level “0” to use just the vibrate or tone functions, no stimulation

The first warning cycle will be vibration or tone only pre-warning but with persistent barking, 

the collar will give repeated stimulus (at a pre-selected stimulation level)

The stimulation will cease immediately when the barking stops

Collar is lightweight, durable and waterproof
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PACDOG Bark 
Controller Collar
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Rubber Buckle Strap Collar (Black)
Code: STP1BLAC

Will fit all PAC Collars. 
Fits any size dog 

(Cut to fit it required)

Rubber Buckle Strap Collar (Blue)
Code: STP1BLUE

Rubber Buckle Strap Collar (Green)
Code: STP1GREE

Rubber Buckle Strap Collar (Orange)
Code: STP1ORAN

Rubber Buckle Strap Collar (Red)
Code: STP1RED

Rubber Buckle Strap Collar (Yellow)
Code: STP1YELL

Rubber Buckle 
Strap Collar
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SPARES FOR PACDOG SYSTEMS
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CHG12 USB Charger
Code: CHG12

UK 3 Pin Adaptor 300mA
Code: AD1

CHG9 Lock Charging Lead
Code: CHG9

Loop Wire Kit
Code: CON1

Boosted Transmitter for PacFence 
Containment add-on for over 5 acres
Code: DVD

3.6V160maH for F6C 
Fence Collars
Code: BAT3

SPARES FOR PACDOG SYSTEMS
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Aerial for EXT, nDXT, 
EXT+ & nDXT+
Code: AE3

Charging Dock For nDXT+
Code: CHG8

Lanyard
Code: LANYARD

Neon Tester for Collars
Code: NT2

Webbing Strap
Code: STP3

Spare Probe Kit For 
All Collars
Code: PB1

SPARES FOR PACDOG SYSTEMS
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SPARES FOR PACDOG SYSTEMS
Notes



Ireland
Tel: 059 97 24690

Low Call: 1890 361361

Web: www.pacdog.ie

Email: info@pacdog.com

PACDOG, Carrigleade, Graignamanagh, 

Co.Kilkenny, Ireland, R95 EE76

U.K.
Freephone: 0800 028 4325
Web: www.pacdog.co.uk
Email: info@pacdog.com
PAC Products Ltd, 29 Main Street, Forkhill, Newry,
Co. Down, N. Ireland, BT35 9SQ

www.facebook.com/pacdogcollars

www.twitter.com/pacdogcollars

www.youtube.com/pacdogcollars


